Section I – Case studies

1. The Acceptability of Teleconsultations in Teledentistry: A Case Study (181114-081740)
3. The Chronic Related Groups Program: A Case Study (250814-085545)
4. E-health adoption by Healthcare organizations in developing countries: Case of Morocco (040814-093609)
5. eHealth and Organizational Change in Hospital Setting: a Case Study on Electronic Health Records (240914-125321)
6. Georgian Experience in Telecytology (150914-055417)
7. Optimizing hearing aid utilisation using telemedicine tools (300914-074603)
8. Promoting Training Transfer for Quality Telehealth Provision (301014-035306)
9. Telemedicine Based on LMDS in the Urban / Metropolitan Area: A Romanian Case Study (271014-024300)

Section II – Developments and Solutions

10. Assessing mobile applications considered medical devices (051114-064751)
11. Design and Build a Wizard of Oz (WOZ) Telemedicine Simulator Platform (210914-124317)
12. Design of a Simulation Device to Test Electrogastrography (EGG) Systems (280914-082949)
13. E-Health Business Models (030914-092624)
14. The emergence of biobanks: Between ethics, risks and governance (311014-054221)
15. Exercit@rt, an integrated web and mobile app for COPD management (300914-101829)
16. Functional Software Prototypes for Defining and Monitoring Individual Exercise Program (040814-031557)
17. Gelapark: Parkinson's Diagnosis Support System (300914-063704)
19. Impact of B2B E-Commerce and Supply Chain Investments in Hospitals (130714-042742)
20. Including elderly patients in decision making via electronic health literacy (011014-084845)
21. Internet Accessibility for Visually Impaired (301014-084826)
22. An Interoperable and Standard-Based End-to-End Remote Patient Monitoring System (290914-110901)
23. Neuropsychology Rehabilitation: An Overview (300914-061509)
24. An Overview About the Use of Healthcare Applications on Mobile Devices (130914-124020)
25. Pharmacovigilance Informatics (291014-025742)
26. Promoting Lifestyle Change through Medical Avatars (301014-021432)
27. Prototype Implementation and Automatic Determination of Pre-transfusion Tests Based on Image Processing (300914-033616)
28. RehaInteract - 3D Kinesitherapy for Domestic Environments (301014-105233)
29. Safe Home Medicine Delivery (301014-102414)
30. Supporting an Interdisciplinary Healthcare Team with a Multi-Agent System (301014-062006)
31. Systematic Review and Evaluation of Pain Related Mobile Applications (051114-070553)
32. Tele-monitoring for Medical Diagnosis Availability (190814-042704)
33. Use of a Simulator to Develop Clinical Skills for Pharmacists (290914-104509)

Section III - Emerging Technologies

34. Augmented reality in healthcare (290914-085143)
36. Characteristics of elderly viewers and their automatic identification in iTV health services (311014-082126)
37. Computer-based Neuropsychological Rehabilitation: Virtual Reality and Serious Games (290914-050751)
38. Computerized Decision Support Systems for Multimorbidity Care: an Urgent Call for Research and Development (311014-052252)
39. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) in Remote Clinical Diagnosis and Healthcare (221214-011755)
40. Controlled Flexibility in Healthcare Processes: A BPMN-extension Approach (300715-120741)
41. Distance Education in Telemedicine and mHealth Initiatives in Therapeutic Patient
42. E-Health and Psychology, Self-Regulation to Help Software Design (301014-062251)
43. Electronic Health Record Portals Definition and Usage (300914-083449)
44. Embedded Sensor Systems for Health in Home Healthcare: Enablers and Challenges (260914-091133)
45. Health information System to Identify Dermatological Diseases by Software Agent (290914-073857)
46. An Holistic Infrastructure to Support Elderlies' Independent Living (260814-044152)
47. Information and Communication Technology for Mental Health: A systematic literature review (050614-022542)
48. Integrated care in Europe. New models of management of chronic patients (111214-070446)
49. Internet and Social Network as Health/Physical Activity Information Sources (211014-081311)
50. ISO/IEEE11073 Family of Standards: Trends and Applications on e-Health Monitoring (290914-103227)
51. Lative Logic Accommodating the WHO Family of International Classifications (011114-034734)
52. Learning ICT-mediated Communication through Computer-based Simulations (311014-075527)
53. Multi-Agent Systems for E-Health and Telemedicine (200914-085608)
54. Neuropsychological Assessment from Traditional to ICT based Instruments (300914-071900)
55. Non-Intrusive Health-Monitoring Devices (261114-043359)
57. An Overview of Serious Games in Cognitive Rehabilitation (270914-071334)
58. Possibilities of a Body-Region Separately Weighing System in Healthcare (280914-093650)
59. Rare diseases Internet Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery (301014-013117)
60. Recent Advances in Microprompting Technology (021214-050107)
61. Remote Patient Monitoring Technologies (171214-122734)
62. A Review of Existing Applications and Techniques for Narrative Text Analysis in Electronic Medical Records (211114-065940)
63. The Role of Audio in two Accessible Vision-Rehabilitation Games for Blind Teenage
Users (301014-035402)

64. Simulation for Medical Training (300914-113103)

65. Towards a framework for measuring e-Health status across the world (220914-055037)


67. Understanding Customer Behavior Through Collaboration RFM Analysis and Data Mining Using Health Life Center Data (311014-125830)

68. Using Big Data in Healthcare (290914-120451)

Section IV - New challenges and issues

69. The decision-making processes of pregnant women at high risk (060814-053630)

70. Digital auscultation – Challenges and Perspectives (301014-052131)

71. E-Mental Health - Contributions, Challenges and Research Opportunities from a Computer Science Perspective (301014-080033)

72. The European Union Legal Framework on E-Health, Telemedicine and Privacy (301014-011117)

73. An investigation into doctors' perceptions of internet informed patients (300914-064402)

74. Issues in Telemedicine Service: Acceptance and Willingness (170914-040348)

75. Opportunities and Challenges for Electronic Health Record: Concepts, Costs, Benefits and Regulation (311014-063323)

76. Opportunities and threats for e-health on an ageing society (291014-063411)

77. An Overview and a Future Perspective in Health Information Systems in Portugal (300914-025939)

78. Rethinking ICTs and E-Health: A Focus on Issues and Challenges (150914-021342)

79. The role of gender in Technology Acceptance for Medical Education (280914-122101)

80. The Role of Tailoring in E-Health and ICT-Based Interventions in Different Contexts and Populations (141214-071100)

81. Smartphones: Innovative Tools in Cancer Prevention (290914-033816)

82. SmarTV Care. Benefits and Implications of Smart TVs in Health Care (271014-114231)

83. Tele-Care Mobile Sensing Systems: Technical and Social Barriers (271014-073319)

84. The Worker Perspective in Telehealth (300914-062330)

85. Toward a Critically Conscious and Culturally Competent Telepractice in Psychology (071014-094628)

87. Trust and credibility perception in e-Health: Interface contributes (270914-073707)
88. Verification and Validation of Medical Cyber-Physical Systems (290914-012132)